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Work, Time and Attendance Webinar Checklist 
 

Core Knowledge 
You should now be able to confidently do the following: 

 

Bonus Points 
You are a foundU superstar for knowing these: 

Platform navigation  
¨  Understand that the employee set up impacts your 

ability to roster employees  
¨ Understand that timesheets are referred to as ‘submit 

shifts’ 

Build a roster  
¨ Quickly build a roster using Bulk Shifts 
¨ Bulk copy and paste shifts 
¨ Add a shift or multiple shifts to the roster (including 

edit & delete shifts)  
¨ Add a person or multiple people to the roster 

(including edit & delete people on the roster)  
¨ Manage different shift statuses (colours) 
¨ Publish/ Republish Roster 
¨ Use filters to view multiple rosters 
¨ Add daily comments, shift comments and roster 

comments 
¨ Use display to adjust your roster for printing 
¨ Copy a roster from week to week to use as a template 

 
 

¨ Staffing costs & basic roster analytics 
¨ Change the view of a roster from shift, day or week 
¨ Create a shift via searching by position and then choosing 

an available employee with that position 
¨ Know what the employee sees when the roster is 

published on their Employee App 
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Managing leave and availability  
¨ Manage leave applications 
¨ Approve leave via the Leave page or via Approve 

Shifts (if using submit shifts)  
¨ Availability uses and functionality 
¨ Understand the difference between temporary and 

permanent availability requests 
¨ How to check and approve temporary availability 

requests 

¨ How to submit a leave application on behalf of the 
employee 

¨ Set time off preferences for employees in the availability 
section 
 

Clocking 
¨ Understand the difference between the Clock App and 

the Employee App and how they can be used for 
clocking 

¨ Be able to view a reason for a late or early clock in 
¨ Understand how unrostered shifts affects clocking 
¨ Understand that the Employee App will not work in 

offline mode if internet connectivity is not available 
 

¨ Understand the Clock App is only available on iOS 
¨ Understand what features will be unavailable if the Clock 

App iPad is offline 

Approve shifts 
¨ Understand the importance of ensuring Approve Shifts 

approvals are accurate as it impacts payroll 
¨ Apply a filter to select a certain roster to Approve 

shifts 
¨ Be able to visually see the difference between clock 

times and rostered times on the approval screen 

¨ Use the leave icon to view who has approved leave for a 
particular week 

¨ Use the bulk Approve Shifts function 
¨  Use a CSV file export to be able to see unverified shifts 
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¨ Manage a shift by applying leave to it if an employee 
has called in sick etc. 

¨ Approve shifts each day 
¨ Approve, Decline and Edit Shifts 
¨ Add Leave via Approve Shifts (where applicable) 
¨  Be able to run a Roster Summary Report 

Help & support resources 
¨ Ensure to use the Google Chrome browser for best 

results when using foundU  
¨ Locate and access the admin help centre  
¨ Locate and access the employee help centre (if 

needed)  
¨ Be able to locate the Build a Roster and Approve Shifts 

guides in the help centre  

 

¨ Locate an article in the help centre to assist you in 
checking and approving leave applications 

 
 


